Summer 2: Let’s go on a World Adventure!

Communication and
Language

Sports Day- competitive and obstacle

Personal, Social and

Talk about our own culture/ country/ home
Invite a parent/ grandparent/ a person
from a different country in to talk about
their life and experiences.
Photographs of other places in the world/

place, e.g. shelter from the sun/ shelter in

encourage understanding and respect.

the rain/ shelter from the snow etc.

Circle Times- how can we show respect for

Gardening and digging- control over

other people?

objects. (Gardening competition).

Adjusting behaviour to different

Learn about healthy foods in different

situations- preparing for next year.

countries.

discuss similarities and differences.
Nature hunts- our local environment-

Around the World Adventures:
Non fiction/ multicultural
Handa’s Hen (Africa)
Lost and Found (Antarctica)
The Rainbow Fish (Ocean)
We’re Sailing Down the Nile (Egypt)
Non fiction- India/ Australia/ England/
Space.
Make our own fact booklets about a

Fine motor control- build a shelter for a
person or animal in a particular habitat or

Learn about other cultures and countries-

parts of the world in different seasons-

Literacy

races- gross motor control.

Emotional Development

setting- what is it like to live here?

interactions.

Team work and participation- Sports Day.

Mathematics

Understanding of the

Shape and number patterns.

World

2D and 3D shape hunts. Properties and

Visitor from another country.

descriptions.
Adding and subtracting up to 20/ beyond.
Counting on/ back using a number line and
mentally.
Doubling, halving and sharing

Multicultural day- follow children’s
interests.
Digging/ planting/ gardening.
Building shelters for people around the

Expressive Arts and
Design
Crafts from around the world (African
masks/ Inuit shelters/ Rainbow Fish CD
crafts/ Egyptian hieroglyphics/ sand art/
tapestries).
Handprint tree/ our world collage.

world.

Seasons paintings.

How to care for our local environment-

Multicultural songs and music.

different country.

Problem solving in a range of contexts

Write our own adventure story.

Make our own board games.

eco schools link.

Read and write instructions about how to

Maths Day- problem solving.

Around the world studies- similarities

prepare for an adventure.

Physical Development

and differences.

Multicultural dances.

